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PONKY ™ PEPPERS 
SPICY JANE YELLOW

F1

PEPPERS FROM HADES™ 
GOLD F1

- 6-7” pot size 
- Maturity: 85-100 days
- Medium spicy flavor
Unique Features: Beautiful and 
productive pepper that brings a
little extra kick with every bite. 

- 7” pot size 
- Maturity: 70-85 days
- Great determinate cage tomato
Unique Features: Excellent dwarf/
determinate variety that fits in a 
cage to produce sweet, yellow fruit.

- 7” pot size 
- Maturity: 70-85 days
- Sweet flavor, highly productive
- Great bushy tomato habit
Unique Features: Excellent dwarf/
determinate variety that fits in a 
cage to produce sweet, large fruit.

- 4-6” pot size 
- Maturity: 70-85 days
- Starts light green to gold
Unique Features: Similar to 
Peppers from Heaven, but with an 
added spice. Produces beautiful 
yellow fruit on a compact bushy plant.

MAGNUSA™ 
RED 100 F1

MAGNUSA™ 
YELLOW 15 F1

PONKY ™ PEPPERS 
SWEET CAROLINE

RED F1
- 6-7” pot size
- Maturity: 85-100 days
Unique Features: The fruit can
be consumed at any stage, but 
flavor grows sweeter as the fruit
matures to it’s final red stage.
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ROCKET PEPPERS 
SWEET MAMBA 

ORANGE F1

TINY TEMPTATIONS™
RED, ORANGE, YELLOW

ELEGANCE

- 6-9” pot size
- Maturity: 70-85 days
- Sweet, large peppers
Unique Features: Just like autumn, 
these peppers change their colors 
from purple to peach to bright or-
ange at maturity.

- 6-7” pot size
- Very sweet, +18 brix, grape sized    
   fruits
- Orange was a Fleuroselect Gold  
   Medal Winner
Unique Features: Heavy producer 
averaging 250-350 fruits per plant!

- 5-7” pot size
- Maturity: 70-85 days
- Sweet and juicy tasting peppers
- Extra-large fruit on small plant
Unique Features: Luna produces 
large, beautiful red fruit in a very 
compact plant habit. 

- 6-7” pot size
- Maturity: 54 days
- Double the yields of competitor
   container varieties
Unique Features: Intricate plant 
structure producing high yields of 
dark green refined pods, 

PILL AR PEPPERS™ 
LUNA RED F1

PEAS ‘N’ POD 
BERNARD

- 6-7” pot size
- Maturity: 50 days
- Suitable for containers, or garden
- Afila vine, self supporting
Unique Features: Smaller plant 
habit that produces beautiful 
flowers at bloom and petite & sweet 
pea pods
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